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Bdo class guide lahn

ID Title Build Type Views Score Comments Date User Id ID Type Type Views Score Comments Date User Class ID Download data from the server Each class will receive their Awakening at level 56. You will get the second main weapon that you can switch between easily mid-fight. This means that at level 56, you can choose between different styles of
gameplay, or continue with an extended version of the skills that you have learned and love with continuity. CLASSES Warrior: Warriors are experienced fighters with both good attack and defense. Using a sword and shield as their main weapon, they are the best weapons holders of all classes. During the battle, the warriors will demonstrate their
fearlessness with the storm as the flurry of melee moves. After Awakening, they use two great swords hands to deliver devastating blows to their enemies. Gameplay Video Awakening Video Ranger: Rangers are experts in range of archery attacks. Under the grace of the Silphs, the rangers represent a rapid movement in any battle situation. Most of their
skills are based on preventing attempts by enemies to melee approach. Silph's mystical power is the source of their abilities. After Awakening, they can wield the Kamasilven Sword to use melee-type attacks. Gameplay Video Awakening Video Wizard: Sorceresses can effectively control the battlefield with dark magic using both melee and range attacks.
They lure enemies with a range of magic and lead them to chaos and painful demise as soon as they approach. Other races revere and fear sorceris. After Awakening, they can use dark magic shrouded in darkness and use a giant scythe to cut off their enemies. Gameplay Video Awakening Video Berserker: Berserkers possess monstrous double axes the
size of their own bodies. Berserkers overwhelm their enemies with their size and outrageous force, destroying them with ease. While their physique makes them slow moving, improving skills will make up for that. Upon awakening, they can use the Iron Buster to send powerful explosions at the enemy, almost like a small portable gun. Gameplay Video
Awakening Video Valkyrie: Valkyrie armed with sword, shield and divine magic. They can use their weapons to powerfully strike their enemies. They can also use their divine magic to heal and empower allies. Upon awakening, they can use Lancia, a weapon that is even taller than Valkyrie and greatly enhances its great offense and defense. Gameplay
Video Awakening Video Wizard/Witch: Wizards/Witches are known for their prudence in battle. In exchange for delaying casting time, they can perform large-scale magic Their careful moves will burn, freeze and destroy their enemies by the power of natural elements such as fire, ice, wind, lightning and earth. After waking up, They can use Godr Sphere /
Aad Sphere Get even great control over the ground and lightning, and can cause Earth and Lightning guardians. (The Wizard/Witch) Gameplay Video Wizard/Witch Awakening Video Tamer: Tamers can fight enemies on any range. With the support of Heilang, the divine beast, tamers can perform a ruthless combination of attack with Heilang, or take the
enemy down themselves, borrowing divine power from the beast. After The Awakening, they can use Heavenly Bo Staff to direct divine power as the true master of Heilang. Gameplay Video Awakening Video Maehwa / Musa: Maehwas / Musas fight with oriental martial arts style and with a blade and bow horns. Maehwas/Musas are experts in 1-on-1
autopsies, as their quick and accurate attack combos can be targeted by a huge amount of damage at once. After waking up, they use kerispear/Crescent Blade to deliver deadly blows. I don't miss it. Gameplay Video Musa Gameplay Video Maehwa/Musa Awakening video ninja / Kunoichi: Ninja use sword, martial arts, and Ninjutsu. A swarm of attacks
consisting of fast motion, smoke shells, and unique skills such as hiding and pulling the enemy in the middle of total chaos. With proper control, the ninja / Kunoichi can turn the fight, discreetly running on important figures. After Awakening, they can use Sura Katana/Sah Chakram to attack their enemies before they even realize what hit them. (Ninja)
Gameplay Video Kunoichi Gameplay Video Ninja /Kunoichi Awakening video Dark Knight: Dark Knights fight with Kriegsmesser and Magic. They tend to crop up on the enemy and strikes with the formidable Kriegsmesser. They can use magic for the middle and long distance for more damage. After Awakening, they can use Vediant to freely switch between
close and range attacks. Gameplay Video Awakening Video Striker: Attacking hands into the hands of combatants who have achieved their skills through countless street brawls. From heavy punches to powerful kicks, their martial arts skills are free. After The Awakening, they can use the Gardbrays on both hands, and can also summon the Echo of the
Spirits to ambush their enemies from all sides. Gameplay Video Awakening Video Mystic: Mystic Mystic Mystics hand-in-hand combatants who have achieved their skills after countless years of training in the East. From heavy punches to powerful kicks, their martial arts skills are impeccable and elegant. After Awakening, they can direct the aura of the Sea
Dragon to strike powerfully with a pair of Cestus on their hands. Gameplay Video Awakening Video Lan: Lana possess a noble sword and a crescent pendulum. The noble sword and the Crescent pendulum are connected by a long cloth or chain, allowing the Lance to attack freely from all sides. Lahns Flexible and fast on their feet, and can quickly deliver
devastating attacks by swinging their crescent pendulum. Careful manipulation of swinging movements, they can even deliver back with a crescent moon in front, as well as various combo attacks. Gameplay Video Awakening Video Archer: Archer, one of Kamasylve's watch-watch sacred tree, uses his crossbow for his stylish range of attack and skill combo.
Unlike other classes, the Archer class will begin with access to both the main weapon (Arbalet) and the Wake weapon (Greatbow). Gameplay/Awakening video Shai: Shay stands out for giving buffs to his party members. While they can deal with incoming threats with their giant boomerangs, they can also avoid dangerous situations with their quick
movements. Their versatility allows them to protect or heal others. Gameplay Video Talent Video Guardian: Powerful female combatant wielding a one-handed battle axe and shield. It is fast and agile, using the axe with one hand, but when using both hands, its attacks become more powerful, but slower, damaging the wider territory. Her fighting style is
offensive, not defensive, and becomes stronger as the battle extends. When she wakes up, she wields a Jordun filled with holy flames, inflicting powerful damage on a wide square with the force of flames. Gameplay Video Awakening Video Hashashin: Middle Fight and Mid-Range character who uses a crescent shaped Shamshire and Haladie which carries
the power of sand magic to become one with the sands and unleash unpredictable attacks. He quickly disappears from the sight of his enemies to give them deadly blows or creates an endless sandstorm to confuse them. With his smooth but sharp movements, Gashashin constantly fights with his enemies, never being absorbed by the sands themselves.
Gameplay Video Welcome to our Black Desert Online Lan Traveler Guide! In this guide, we will show you the very basics of what it means to play Lan, you will learn about her skills, awakening, combo, and how to cope with certain situations on the battlefield. Why do you have to play Lan? Lan... Different. It's like it was created for another game. This class
introduced a special mechanic that no other character possesses - sliding - or falling with style if you like. Lan uses his skill - Nimbus Stride jump high into the air and glide for a decent amount of time. This allows her to approach fights from different angles, never seen before. It's amazing to catch people by surprise whether it's in the open world of PvP, or
during the knot war. People usually look at the ground to focus on their positions and enemies, and when no one looks up, Lan just as the eagle pursues its prey. And when she shows herself, it's too late. Check out BDO auction accounts on MMOAuctions and play your favorite class! Lan is currently one of the top-tier duelists when it comes to 1v1 PvP. It
comes with lots of tools that make it unpredictable, a lot of mobility, protection and long-range Ability. It has a lot of explosion potential on higher AP quantities, and that's what you'll strive for. Although it has tremendous capabilities when it comes to approaching groups of enemies, it is one of the most difficult classes to use in large-scale PvP scenarios like
Knot Wars and Sieges. She has a lot of protective skills - this may be true, but she can't cause harm and protect herself at the same time. Lan has to find the perfect balance in her skills to be complete, since she is very squishy, and works better as a glass gun-type character during fights. She can work as a flanker, but does her job best collecting fights
around goals, joining small skirmishes, opening the way in her guild. In the right hands, Lan becomes a very powerful ally. Lan offers the same unique aesthetic as Dark Knight. In a game full of front-line warriors, classic tanks with huge swords, magicians with powerful spells and killers with different blades, someone wielding a Crescent pendulum attached
to the Noble Straight Sword with a chain that can fly over the battlefield is very special. Not many people know all-and-outs of this class, and people still have a lot to learn about how to deal with this double-wielding little girl. Level your new character Lan and surprise your enemies as she will become familiar with other players for some time. Don't wait if you
want to use Lan in her current best position. Lan Preawakening Skills Guide to Moon Slash Use: WP Recovery This ability looks very good on paper. Lots of hits with a lot of damage. However, this skill is not protected at all, and the animation itself lasts a very long time. Featuring a number of hits and WP recovering on every good hit - it's a great tool in PvE
to restore some WP to throw other skills. Outside of this - you will only use this for damage at the beginning of PvE. There are much better combos that will make you less stiff and less boring. Pendulum Clover Use: Side attack with Attack Speed Buff Our lateral attack will only be used as a buff. You don't need to hit anything as the effect of attack speed is
activated at the very moment you threw this ability. You'll align this up to the Cliver IV pendulum to get the highest 15% attack rate positive for 15 seconds, but that's not a priority. Blade Dance Use: Pretty useless Nothing special, no Buffs, no crowd control, offers nothing but damage. Not him. But further down the tree this ability - it gets a little more
interesting. Blood Blade Use: Hotkeyed Protracted Super Armor - Stiff It's an extension of Blade Dance, but luckily you don't have to go through this ability to throw Blade Since it can be used from a hot panel. It is a decent skill in Super Armor rotation that will apply stiffness if your target is not protected. It can be used as a Trading Tool Super Armor. Lan has
a lot of super armor and protection protection Forward guard or invincibility frames that allows it to chain Super Armor almost endlessly. This will be one of your best skills in Super Armor rotation skill, as this will allow your Super Armor to linger on the entire animation and recovery skill. Dismemberment Use: AP Buff can be used as an AP Buff and literally
nothing else. This skill forces you to go through Blade Dance, so if you're going to use it - use it before practicing. However, the AP fan is really small. You will have to spend 54 skill points to get 8 AP in 10 seconds. Decide for yourself if it's worth it, but decide near the end when you have all the basic skills from both waking up and preawakening the skill of
the tree. You'll thank me later. Furious Chase Use: Gap Closer with the forward guard because Lan doesn't really have the classic dash ability in her kit before waking up. This skill somehow is a squirt. You can travel some distance with it between groups of monsters. He will do some damage, WP will recover on every good kick, and he can apply stiffness on
almost every type of opponent. It also has a Forward Guard, so that with it can be used as, somewhat, secure crowd control in PvP to follow the stiffness with float and Knockdowns Primrose Sprint Use: Invincibility Frame Korean Backdash with Dodging Speed Buff This skill will be used to get some distance from the enemy in a very safe and reliable iFrame.
Lan won't collide with other characters as she retreats and she'll get a handy 12% all dodging rate in 10 seconds. You'll use it to get some distance, disconnect, dodge ability and damage, it can even be used as a way to dash between groups of monsters in PvE if you control the rotation of the camera properly - nothing complicated. State Use of Dignity: PvE
Taunt and WP Recovery - Super Armor Is Just the Beginning of a Tree of Skills. We're still in the first bracket and that's already your 4th protected skill in Preawakening Skill Tree. Absolutely amazing. This skill only works like Super Armor Buff, and no attack comes with it. You will restore WP for a good amount, if there is any monster within the radius of this
skill they will tease, you will get a Super Armor for all the animation of this ability and you will be able to sprint for 15 seconds without consuming any stamina. And since the cooling of this ability is 20 seconds, you will sprint consuming stamina in just 5 seconds. It is very useful if you don't have a fast horse while moving around the open world. Pendulum Kick
Use: Your choice of this skill is not very good, even if 100% Black Spirit Rage version of this skill Very attractive, you very rarely will use this as a 100% BSR attack. It's not really necessary in PvP or PvE, but if you want to have more tools to style on the enemy you can take it, although I can't find a good combo to use it with that will finish off the finish off after
initial crowd control. Eye Phoenix Use: Surprise Stun and Spacebar Stream Eye Phoenix is a space panel undoing ability. This means that it can be used independently in the middle of other attacks to activate, it causes some damage and applies stun. It will also restore some WP. This is one of the most spam abilities at the beginning of PvE to level 50, and
you don't have to focus on that ability completely, since it will only make you more rusty with this character, and like Lan, you have to flow like Korean spring water or something like that. Nimbus Stride Use: Lahn's Keymark Ability Is the ability that makes Lan what it is. This is the main reason why it is so unique. Nimbus Stride will allow you to jump up, a few
meters into the air to then soar high above the ground to find a suitable place to land. The whole ability of the tree of this ability is absolutely amazing, as not only is Nimbus Stride itself, but every ability beneath it has Super Armor, and in one way or another Crowd Control, whether bound, or stunning. It's an amazing ability that will allow you for some up-to-
the-invisible mobility in Black Desert Online. Some approaches that other people won't expect. Get to altitude, away from the battle, and slide on the back line, and destroy them with your numerous crowd control, and protected skills with Super Armor. While you won't do it 24/7 on a large scale PvP as it will take too long to find a decent point of view far away
and high enough to land in a certain spot with a Super Armored landing - it can work like game-shifts in certain situations. Beyond that, it's the perfect mobility tool. Lan revolves around insane mobility. Many of her skills move forward, some do so with Super Armor status. A good Lan with the maximum speed of movement, using all his skills for maximum
potential can be faster than the Tier 6 Horse gallops with instant acceleration. And of course - it's a unique and fun mechanic, which can be used for your own pleasure. Who wouldn't want to just slide from the highest mountain or the tallest building like a feather from Forrest Gump to the ground? I know what I'd like. Nimbus Dismount Use: Simple Invincible
Nimbus Stride Takedown with Dodging Buff Nimbus Takedown will be used during Nimbus Stride to land by clicking Shift, or Shift. You will be invincible as soon as you activate this skill, but as you land - you will lose this status, so you will have to be very careful where you land with this skill. It will also give you 6% of all dodging rate within 10 seconds.
Essential Dance Use: Super Armored Take-off With Stun Your First Super Armor with your Nimbus Stride. This skill will quickly drop you to the ground to inflict damage, apply stun, and keep you in Super Armor for the entire airtime. Once you hit the ground, you lose Super armor, so it can be risky in some cases. Fragrant use of stigma: The second super
armor is mounted with a per-count and the speed of Debuff Fragrant Stigma is similar to Ethereal Dance, but the animation is a little longer. This is a two-pointed sword, as the Super Armor will be longer, but your enemies can react to this kind of dismantling. It's a mix-up: it's either long super armor with a mix-up, or a shorter Super Armor, but with a stun.
The fragrant stigma will also cause -10% debaff's movement rate for 10 seconds at the maximum rank. Morning Dew Use: The third super armor is mounted with related and Knockback. Pretty quick to mount with similar features, just like the previous two dismantlings from Nimbus Strike. It will be tied or Knockback depending on your goal. Related will apply
to PCs, and Knockback for NPC and Mobs. Using Cymbidium: Partial Advanced Guard with a related cymbidium is a very important skill in your kit, as it will be used in your rotation forward guard. This ability can be used from Awakening and it will be very slow. You will combine this skill with the extension of this skill, down tree skill, after all with the C swap.
If you manage to supplement it with a proper mouse movement, you should easily be able to redirect your guards always face the enemy. This can be difficult to do, since reading your enemy can be very difficult to do when desync comes into play. It's also worth noting that in The Awakening state you rarely find a place in your direct combat scenarios to use
abilities from tree skills to awakening. And when you do - Cymbidium, combined with a three-point Stipple extension, will definitely be there to help you in PvP meetings. Deadly Use Limit: Cymbidium Forward Guard - Float Extension Is Pretty Decent Ability That You Can Use After Cymbidium. Despite its capabilities - it is completely overshadowed by the
following ability, which is part of the Cymbidium tree. Three points of Stipple Use: Go to Cymbidium Expansion Widely known in the community as simply Stipple - this ability will be used after Cymbidium, usually followed with a smooth C swap to reliably rotate through the Forward Guard State. It will also be connected when used on purpose has no
protection at the moment. Spring Breeze Use: Forward Guard Dash Is a dash with three parts: start, movement, and attack animation. You'll be able to Forward Guard during the kick-off and moving animation, but once you land on the ground - you'll lose the Forward Guard. This makes this move more risky than you expect because you can get cCd as soon
as you land with no chance of taking revenge. He could be in some cases to play the mind, but should not be used without proper experience. Berated Ghost Use: Continous Down Attacks are very slow and unreliable attacks that will deal with damage to your opponent with the Down Attack modifier. Don't use it - it's a waste of downed enemy. Using a
crescent boom: An unsafe-flow grinder will be used during early grinding sessions. Deal some good damage and will float on the second kick. The animation is quite long, and it is completely unprotected. It is therefore not advisable to use once you have access to the best skills of grinding and awakening. And don't you dare use it in PvP, you'll get punished.
- Soul Ascent Usage: Grinding Pull is long and unsafe, but will be used mainly to pull mobs, turn them and apply stiffness to watch for a rapid explosion of damage. Will not be used outside of this. Blossoming Nether Flower Status: Unsafe Knockdown Tool This ability could be good even without protection if not for the animation that telegraphs your
incoming attack. All your enemy has to do is just use Forward Guard or Super Armor ability that provides some sort of crowd control and you're going to end up on the ground. It's not a good ability to use. Wind Orchid Status: Short Front Guard with Knockdown Crowd Management Wind Orchid is a fairly problematic ability that is a double edge sword. It's a
two-part combo that has two attacks in it. It is risky, but can be used in some situations. Some classes, such as attacks that force them into the air where they get a Super Armor, and once they land - at the point of impact Super Armor is lost - you can punish that strongly by the time of your wind orchids properly. Use Forward Guard to avoid CCd with a
downward attack. If you time it's right you will not only block the damage and THE CC, but you will follow the attack that will knockdown your enemy. It's a risky tool, but there are some scenarios in which it will really shine, but you shouldn't depend on it in any situation as there are better skills to use in PvP. Flow: Sacred Dance Status: The Bait Tool will work
in the same way as wind orchids. This is a safer extension that will provide you with Forward Guard and then with Super Armor status, which will be longer for a considerable amount of time. It is less reactive than wind orchids and will be used as bait. You'll charge a powerful attack with State Forward Guard throughout the charging animation, and as you
swing the pendulum to attack - you get a Super Armor. This ability will knockdown on good hits, so it's absolutely worth using it to trade Super Armor. The speed of hitting at 100% really helps the damage and it's down attack. Unfortunately, it's too slow to use mid combo as a down attack ability. Lahn Awakening Skills Guide Awakening: Crimson Glasows
Antiquity Status: C Swap C Swap is an important aspect of this class. Once You get access to Awakening your class changes completely, and this button will allow you to switch between both of your pre-awakening and awakening skills. C swap is important for Lana because it is part of our rotation forward guard, combined with Cymbidium and three stipple
points (which can be used in a wake-up state). This weapon swap offers Forward Guard for the entire animation of the switching arms, and ends as soon as your character moves into the standard standing animation. Soul Raid Status: Mid-range Grab is the only capture in the game that has an extremely increased range. Grab mechanic is one of the most
important in the whole game. Forget Forward Guard and Super Armor. These states don't matter to Grab. As long as your Grab doesn't get resisted you'll break through any state of resistance to crowd control and bound your enemy smashing them to the ground, allowing the dish of devastating combo follow-up. It's a powerful tool in itself, and to have its
range increased - you can easily outplay other classes with just a simpler longer range to capture. Cool down for 11 seconds, and with Lana's evasive movements - if you want to depend on capturing enemies just without risking with unsafe moves - you can do it as well. Waiting for the Cooling Soul Raid to end is not being effective at all, but it can be done
with some effort. Annihilator Status: Shift and E Buff This positive effect will increase the speed of movement and all resistance by 30% in 30 seconds and your attack rate by 20% within 30 seconds as well. If you use the skill, you will be given a short Super Armor status for the duration of the cast. And that's not all. This is an amazing positive effect that will
also reduce endurance intake per ton, allowing you to throw your motion ability more freely. As long as this positive effect is active, Nimbus Stride, Primrose Sprint, Eye of Phoenix, Bloody Step, Ghost Dance, Eradication and Taunting Death will not consume stamina. Which basically means thirty seconds of being limited to basically just cooldowns. Blood
Moon Twist Status: Very fast unprotected border Although this ability has no forward guard or Super Armor - it's very fast and it's really hard to react to it since the attack itself is barely telegraphed. 20 WP will be restored in every good hit and you will have your DP increased by 10 in 10 seconds. And since the ability has 5-second cooling - you can keep your
DP increased at all times, although you don't always have to buff yourself that way, as it can be too risky. This ability can involve enemies. As long as you know the class that you play against -- you can use this to apply Crowd Control. The damage itself is pretty fur though. Earthly Pain Status: The level of this to the last earthly pain is not an underwhelming
ability. The damage is weak, the second blow applies floating, and the rest of the works like an air attack, but it's just not worth it. The animation is long and unprotected - don't use this ability unless you want to access this 30 HP recovery for every good hit. Taunting Death Status: Long Animation AP Buff This ability will be mainly used for AP fans, and not so
often, especially in PvP. You very rarely find a window to throw this ability. The damage is underwhelming and unprotected, you have to align it somewhere near the end of your skill build, if ever. Furor Status: Mid Combo Associated with Debuff Furor is a skill with decent damage. It has a handy debuff that will reduce your enemy's attack rate and casting
speed by 10% for 5 seconds on good hits as long as the ability is used outside of cooling. This attack will bound the enemies on the first kick as long as it is a good clean kick. The second attack, on the other hand, has a chance to apply Down Smash. Related can be a decent way to start your combo, with Related being the first Crowd Control applied.
However - this ability should be used somewhere in the middle of your combo when your enemy is already under the influence of your CC, preferably Bound or Knockdown. It's even more favorable for this, because of the Down Attack multiplier. Flailing Blades Status: Gap-Closer This ability will block on the enemy, allowing you to approach them. This ability
alone will not have much damage, even at 100% critical rate of impact. You will get a powerful positive effect on one of the main resources that Lan benefits from - Attack Speed. It will be increased by 15% within 10 seconds of using the ability. This ability will be used mainly to polish yourself. It has a very short, 4-second cooling, so you can keep this positive
effect going all the time. It's unprotected so even with this self buff the only attempt - you have to make sure you're absolutely safe at all times. Avoiding CC is your priority. And if you want to continue to use that ability on full offense, then it's possible as well. This can be useful in some way, since it will apply a stun on a good kick kick that will occur right after
you get close to the enemy. This can be a very useful tool. Unfortunately, it is very risky to use it as a crowd control application ability, especially if you want to fish for CC. Deadly Dance Status: Basic DPS Skill Deadly Dance while unprotected is an excellent ability to use for pure damage. He will deal a lot of damage with each stroke, he has a 50% critical hit
rate which will further increase the damage done. It will also some bleeding damage over time that will deal 20 damage every 3 seconds for 27 seconds in total. Although this ability has six separate hits, bleeding will only be applied once, since this debuff does not stack. The animation of this ability is quite long, but it starts pretty quickly. Due to this -- the
attack will not be telegraphed, and it can be used out of nowhere if know that your enemy won't just super armor or forward guard through it. And there's a good reason to try it, since good hits will apply floating, after with Air Smash and air attacks that will increase the damage done even more. It's unprotected, but most of the time, you'll use this ability after
tight crowd control like stun or stiffness. After that - you will use Deadly Dance to send the enemy into the air, after five following hits that will have huge damage due to an air attack, and each of them has a chance of applying Air Smash. Then you follow up with the correct ability that has Knockdown, and you can finish your opponent easily, as the big hunk
of their HP is already missing. Tailspin Status: Huge Damage Blast Tailspin is a powerful ability that will have a huge amount of damage, especially when your enemy is on the ground after a knockdown or related thanks to the Down Attack multiplier. Bloody Pitch Status: A quick protected charge That will be our main dash in the Awakening kit. It is fully
protected throughout life. You get Super Armor from start to finish animation, which means it's perfectly safe as long as you can withstand the damage. It will also heal you for 250 HP on use. This ability has 4-second cooling and it will be crucial for movement and health regeneration. Elimination Status: Forward Leap Lan will jump forward to inflict some
damage and tied her enemies. However - this skill has a very long animation, it is not protected in full, and it does nothing, as the damage is not underwhelming. It's not worth using it. Stream: Mangler Status: Taunting Death Extension Taunting Death itself has a very long animation, and it's very unreliable as the ability to damage. It's just too risky to use in
most situations. Stream: Mangler will do more damage because it has a 50% critical hit level, and it causes pain (20 damages every 3 seconds for 45 seconds in total). This ability will cause a lot of damage to knockdowns or related enemies. If you manage to match this ability near the end of your combo by using this skill as a knockdown applier - then this
can actually be very helpful. Outside of this - it won't be used that much because of the lack of any Forward Guard or Super Armor. Phantom Dance Status: Sideways Invincible - Super Armor Mobility Phantom Dance - is an amazing mobility ability that will provide Lana with almost infinite time of absolute protection from damage and crowd control. This skill
has two properties that are really amazing. Phantom Dance will give you Invincible status until The ability is used outside of cooling. And here's a real kicker - most abilities lose any protection - not this one. This ability has 1-second cooling, which means that as long as you can time it right - you'll be Invincible for all the motion animation. Invincible status will
allow you to dodge all the damage, dodge all possible Crowd Control, and you can't be grabbed what it is. While desync will always play into this - you don't have to get the fights out of your invincible status. You can also use this cooling skill. You won't be invincible, but you'll get Super Armor. The Stamina cost is quite high, so be prepared to bring your SP
potions. Bridled Despair Status: Unsafe damage and stun if BSR is another ability that needs to be omitted, and here's why. He will deal with some decent damage and apply bleeding damage (25 damage done every 3 seconds for 27 seconds just on good hits). It will also stun enemies on good hits. Unfortunately, the attack is telegraphed with a snug
animation, and it is not protected. This means that your opponent can not only respond to your attack and prepare Forward Guard or Super Armor, but can easily CC you out of it. This will result in a plethora of combos designed specifically to end your existence. However, with everything that is said - this ability will be very useful in PvP as long as you use it
as a BSR skill. Bleeding Heart Status: Super Armor This ability will be mainly used for Super Armor's PvP as well as as a Knockback and Related Tool in PvE. This Down Attack means that it will have more damage as long as your enemy is on the ground. Unfortunately, the damage done isn't really worth it, and the animation is quite long, which will be bad
when you use this ability to do damage, and it's really amazing when you use that ability for the sole purpose of getting a Super Armor. Stream: Dancing with Dead Status: Flow into furore; Down Attack Mid-End Combo Flow: Dancing with Dead is used after Furor does extra damage to you and applies Super Armor to your character for the entire animation. It
will be used very rarely because it comes out of one of Lan's weakest abilities. On good hits, it will be Knockdown, but before you get to use the stream: Dancing With the Dead and get Super Armor status - you may already be on the ground Bound or Knockdown by your enemy. Flow: Vice Status: Ultimate Finisher Flow: Vice will be your ability that you will
use after Tailspin, which is already one of your best blast abilities designed specifically to deal with the huge amount of damage. This ability will burst for even more damage, having 100% critical strike rate, and Down Attack and Down Smash multipliers. This is an amazing skill that will serve as the ultimate finisher to be used after Tailspin ability when your
enemy is already on the ground without the possibility of revenge. This attack also has a Super Armor, which means that Tailspin is in the flow: Vice will provide you with a very long SA state. This will allow you to trade super armor with the enemy, while the case is a lot of damage, even if it is Perfect for using this as a Combo finisher after applying Crowd
Control. Also, don't add ons, figure them out for yourself to best satisfy the situation you are in. Or just watch a video that shows you what The Addons Lan about. Lahn PvP Guide For a very long time after the release of Lana - it was basically considered a garbage tier. Her injury was good, but she lacked good Super Armor moves with Crowd Control. Her
animations were too long, which is about a double sword. Long animations are good if your skills have a Super Armor that lingers through the entire animation. On the other hand - if they don't, you're left with an unprotected attack that has a long animation and you can easily get the CCd out of it. However, over time people saw the potential in it, and some
players took Lan to another level, even managing to defeat the ninjas and mystics in a 1v1 duel, outplaying them with a protected Lana dash, a huge explosion of damage and some resolute Crowd Control and Super Armor combos. Lan is a class that largely depends on evasive Super Armor or undefeated movements like dash and jumps to outplay their
opponents. She has a lot of damage and abilities that will nuke the enemy thanks to the explosive nature of some parts of her kit. It was expensive. Although it is close to limitless approaches when it comes to getting a sneaky jump on the enemy through Nimbus Stride - it is very limited when it comes to HK encounters when your enemy knows of your
presence. Its attacks, which can create some kind of starter CC for a value of 0.7 or 1.0 Crowd Control, are not protected, and it is easy to get baited and then lured to the nearest rebirth point in a nearby town or node. Thus, your style of play will largely depend on the reaction to different abilities and predicting certain moves with evasive protected movement
with Phantom Dance Bloody And Stride. Lahn 1v1 Lan's guide is very different from other classes in some way. For most classes, there are usually some mechanics that allow them to undo their ability to reliably roll through an attack with Super Armor and then undo it by applying Crowd Control and undoing other skills depending on the situation. It's not
about Lana. Lan will launch an attack, new classes will be released, some minor guilds will achieve greatness to get to the top of the ladder, players will hit lvl 66, and Lan will still be in the middle of her animation attack at this point. If you're unable to outsmart your opponents with some witty baits and silly moves, then a fast class equipped with short-word
and lots of protected Crowd Control apps is likely to ruin you. Unfortunately, there is one thing that will be crucial for Lana. Skills and game knowledge are not the only thing. Your installation is one of the most things in this game. As long as your computer can handle the Black Desert Internet on a high FPS - you're good to go. Having a low latency and 144
FPS will already put you higher than your opponent. A high amount of FPS will allow you to use your abilities and combo them smoothly without much effort. Low latency, on the other hand, will allow you to avoid the massive desync that absolutely violates every aspect of PvP in the game. And the worst happens on the top tier of PvP. C builds that reach
above 261 AP classes tend to be one shot of each other with one decent combo, and with this huge desync - at this point PvP is just a huge headless unicorn. Ironically, as you progress further and further your overall skill will matter less to what it had on the earlier levels of the game. That's why there's really no point explaining every method there is, as
there are different matchups, skills and tactics that you need to know. Just put yourself there. Find people and fight them. Get humiliated, lose a few battles, and learn something from every enemy that you encounter. There's not much else to do to improve in the 1v1 PvP duel. Lahn NodeWar Guide Lahn is one of the most balanced classes in the entire
game. Her strengths are quickly met with some flaws in her kit. It will be very difficult to do what Lan specializes in than other classes in the whole game. It really needs to put in a job, while putting herself in place, which is both risky and rewarding. Although it has many moves that have hit a significant amount of damage over a large area, and its most
destructive abilities that are worth using have very long animations. And these skills, for the most part, are not protected. And since Lana's style of play is mostly reactive, more focused on evasion, reaction and opposition. Facing multiple characters at once will create pure chaos and it will be easy to panic and respond to the wrong steps that will get you
punished. That's why Lan will succeed mostly on small skirmishes, outside the main struggle, fighting with small groups of enemies. She may try to dive back line as long as she not only finds a hole, but also if she manages to actually pull off her long animation combo. You won't be able to zerg through your enemies as easily as other backline-oriented
characters like Ninja, Musa, Maehwa, or Kunoichi. But if you make any effort - it is possible. Not only that - it will seem really fair to other players, just because Lan is very well balanced. Diving backline will be a little more convenient for you if you use its unique sliding ability - Nimbus Stride. This is really priceless in situations in which you have to kill priority
targets. Lan at the very don't have their space in the top tier of min-max guilds that focus on GvG gameplay. However, if they are assigned specific scenarios, scenarios, Lan may really be changing the game. In MMORPGs, players rarely look up. The camera collides with the ground most of the time, as it gives a good overview of the battlefield. Here your
Nimbus Stride will truly shine. Enemies will not expect such a game if they do not know that Lan is at large. Once they find out about your presence and they know that during your previous pursuits you just fell from the sky behind the back line, they will expect you to come from heaven again with your Nimbus Stride. At this point, your enemies will share their
consciousness, looking at the battlefield and looking at the sky. Such actions can lead to chaos and bad decisions. Paying attention to your surroundings is the most important thing in big battles, and when you have to share your awareness - there is a big room for mistakes. Once someone jumps out of nowhere - you won't know how to react, what skills to
use to counteract them engage, you may not even see someone jump in your direction at all. You don't have to kill the back line. Sometimes this is not recommended at all because of the long animations. You can just be there to upset, and plant the seeds of doubt. Providing utility can also turn the tide of battle. There are classes better for thwarting enemy
action, but Lan will do it just fine, and thanks to her invincibility of frames and Super Armor movement and evasion - she will be able to survive a little longer. Summary This is the end of our Black Desert Online Guide to Lan. Each piece of information was collected through pure experience, hours on practice hours, and of course from BDO Lahn Discord
servers. Consider checking out other guides, somewhere in the future you might expect a ranger, tamer, mystic, witch guides as well. In addition, our incoming BDO Gear Guide will show you what weapons to get, what pieces of gear you need to get to progress quickly, what world bosses to kill, etc. Links will appear in all guides when all is done. If you are
looking for a similar guide to BDO classes, then you should definitely see our Black Desert Online Class Guide 2019. This is a megatector of all classes available now in the game in the current patch. Each class is briefly explained, and there are specific guides, just like for any other class. You should check it out, especially if you are fishing for certain things
in the class that you want to play. And who knows, maybe we'll change our minds about your choice? If you are willing to learn a theory about a particular class, how abilities work and when you should use them - then you should definitely see it. Share, like subscribe, I do not know how, but you will find a way. You can also follow us on Twitter and find our
Facebook page for some shared game messages and news. Consider that, and perhaps you us in a completely different light? And we value views. Also, don't forget to register on our website. Become a valuable member of our list of community players by legally trading, buying and selling in-game goods and services in your favouirte MMORPGs. And it's
worth seeing some of the things that have been posted in our news section as you can find a few sick guides to other classes at BDO and more! Let us know your progress with your class after our guides! If you're playing on PS4 or xbox, in this case, your biggest improvement will be switching to your PC so you can play and look at from a little https at the
same time to apply that knowledge when you don't remember it yet. Don't judge me, this is an excellent setup when it comes to action-oriented MMORPG like BDO. See you at the Red Battle adventurer! Adventurer!
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